APPEARANCE is another prime concern, therefore being professionally attired is essential. This is combined with the neatness of or stage setting, which sets the tone for your special function! This is what BO-DEE'S CIRCLE OF MUSIC is all about!

"NAME THAT TUNE" parties
MUSIC TRIVIA functions
ALL REQUEST DANCE PARTIES from any era!
REQUEST CARDS and pens are put on your tables, so YOU pick out the music YOU want to hear!

BO-DEE'S CIRCLE OF MUSIC
Professional Disc Jockey Service
Music For All Occasions
401-723-6307

AFFORDABLE
DEPENDABLE
RELIABLE
check us out on:
FACEBOOK
BODEES CIRCLE OF MUSIC
or our website at:
bodees.com

D. J. BOBBY BROWN
"Mr. Music Encyclopedia"
Rhode Island's foremost authority on the history charted music

DENISE BROWN
Coordinator
VERSATILITY is one of the most important elements and foremost detail in creating a special function. Being tasteful in announcements and responsive to unique circumstances along with the ability to satisfy your guest with that special song, to exhilarating dance music are the prime reasons for the success of BO-DEE'S CIRCLE OF MUSIC!

EQUIPMENT includes EV speakers and Crown amplifiers powered from 250 to 900 watts. An American Audio CD MP3 mixing units are used. Our musical selections contain over 5000's CDs & MP3 CDs including Billboard's Hot 100 Singles chart, The Billboard Country & R&B charts! The Top 100 hits of many artists, including yesterday's Country music and Ethnic music. One of the biggest music libraries in New England! To book us for your function, visit our website at bodees.com

BO-DEE'S TAKES PRIDE IN:

PERSONALIZED SERVICE is ensured and carefully planned. We will meet with you and your future spouse to discuss every detail from your reception line through your last dance, including special dedications, requests, etc.

CELEBRATING our 26th year in the professional disc jockey business! Our music knowledge is second to none! Worked in the radio business for many years and hosted my own show on AM radio called "LOST RECORDS OF THE ROCK ERA", playing the music that doesn't get a lot of airplay!

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR FUNDRAISERS!

OUR MOTTO:

"ALL REQUESTS.... ALL THE TIME"

"PERSONALIZE YOUR PARTY" with BO-DEE'S CIRCLE OF MUSIC D. J. BOBBY BROWN